Distance Learning Course:  MAT 171.71 Precalculus Algebra

Course format: Internet

Textbook: Precalculus by Blitzer, 3rd edition

Instructor Information:

   Name: Patricia Morgan

   Office phone number: 336-322-2202

   E-mail address: morganp@piedmontcc.edu

   Instructor Website: http://www2.piedmontcc.edu/faculty/morganp

   Office hours (if any) and location: As posted outside door and on the website, L134

Course Prerequisites/Corequisites: Take 1 group; MAT-080 MAT-060; MAT-090 MAT-060; MAT-095; MAT-161(S20916); DMA-010 DMA-020 DMA-030 DMA-040 DMA-050 DMA-060 DMA-070 DMA-080

Are campus visits required?

Testing is completed:

Is there any additional software required for this course? No

If yes, what is the software?

Do course assignments require use of supplements bundled with the textbook? Yes

Additional comments/preferences/suggestions: The MyMathLab access code comes packaged with a new book, when purchased in the PCC bookstore. The code can be purchased separately from the publisher at the website http://coursecompass.com. Access codes are generally valid for one year, so if you activated a MyMathLab access code last semester, you should be able to use it again this semester.